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VR is the ultimate immersive experience and STYLY Studios is a platform that makes it easy to create your own ultra experiences by exporting an AR/VR content or a live streaming video in VR format. STYLY is an AR/VR creative platform where you can enjoy Ultra Experiences created by
artists all over the world. You can experience AR/VR content for free on STYLY. Explore AR/VR content from all over the world and create your own original list by registering your favorite works in My List. VR PLATFORM FOR ULTRA EXPERIENCES Over 50,000 Works Over 50,000 works have
been created by artists all around the world on STYLY. You can access VR content by selecting from the Gallery, which does not require registration. From All Over The World Many artists and creators have posted AR/VR content from all over the world, including fashion, music, video, and
graphic arts. Your favorite Art On Your Favorite Device Using My List, you can seamlessly experience your favorite works across various XR devices, including VRHMDs, smartphones, the Web, and AR glasses. NEWVIEW - An experimental project/community of STYLY-- Design Your Ultra
Experience- NEWVIEW is an experimental project/community that will pioneer new forms of creative expressions and ways of designing experiences in the three-dimensional space. We will be starting an initiative to design the next-generation culture/lifestyle experiences that transcend
reality and fantasy. We'll be working with creators from all around the world that embody the urban culture in the fashion, music, video, graphics, and illustration industries. Based in the epicenter of pop culture, Tokyo, we are the guerilla movement that will free three-dimensional
expressions like VR from only a few industries like gaming. We are also a movement that will excavate and train NEWVIEW designers to prepare for the future of three-dimensional expressions. We hope you can join us in creating a new world, 'NEWVIEW', by designing your ultra
experiences. FEATURE FOR DESIGNING VR SCENES AR/VR contents are created using a web browser tool called STYLY Studio. STYLY Studio is a web-based 3D creation tool that anyone can use for free to create AR/VR content. Editing the VR scenes directly in VR Users can directly edit their
VR scenes
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System Requirements:
Recommendations for improved performance: Alternative browsers to use: Playable? This game features a fairly large number of sound and visuals. If you have a slow computer or lack
of space on your hard drive, you might not be able to play the game smoothly, and you may experience some stuttering while the game is loading. The best solution is to get rid of the
extras, either by increasing the resolution, decreasing the video settings, or disabling the video settings completely. The video settings are fairly well hidden, and the game doesn't
seem to be bothered by it
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